A spectral solver for the Navier -Stokes equations in the velocity-vorticity formulation A numerical algorithm intended for the study of flows in a cylindrical container under laminar flow conditions is proposed. High resolution of the flow field, governed by the Navier-Stokes equations in velocity -vorticity formulation relative to a cylindrical frame of reference, is achieved through spatial discretisation by means of the spectral method. This method is based on a Fourier expansion in the azimuthal direction and an expansion in Chebyshev polynomials in the (nonperiodic) radial and axial directions. Several regularity constraints are used to take care of the coordinate singularity. These constraints are implemented, together with the boundary conditions at the top, bottom and mantle of the cylinder, via the tau method. The a priori unknown boundary values of the vorticity are evaluated by means of the influence-matrix technique. The compatibility between the mathematical and numerical formulation of the Navier -Stokes equations is established through a tau-correction procedure. The resolved flow field exhibits high-precision satisfaction of the incompressibility constraints for velocity and vorticity and the definition of the vorticity. The performance of the solver is illustrated by resolution of several configurations representative of generic three-dimensional laminar flows.
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Introduction
In this paper a pseudospectral Navier-Stokes solver in the velocity-vorticity formulation, suitable for solving laminar flows in a three-dimensional (3D) cylindrical cavity, is proposed. The motivation for the development of such an algorithm resides in the fundamental importance of highprecision resolution of the incompressible Navier -Stokes equations for performance of reliable numerical studies on 3D chaotic tracer advection-the primary field of application of the numerical scheme-in a cylindrical container confined by two parallel (moving) endwalls. Classical strategies for solving of the 3D incompressible Navier-Stokes equations involve the primitive-variables (u, p)-formulation. The major drawback of this approach is the difficulty in determining the pressure field p. An alternative approach exists in the velocity -vorticity (u, v)-formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations (see e.g. Dennis et al. 1979; Gatski et al. 1989; Gatski 1991; Daube 1992; Guj and Stella 1993; Shen and Loc 1997) . This approach bypasses computational complications involved with determination of the pressure, for v is governed by a transport equation and is directly connected to u via v ¼ 7 £ u; where the vector potential u is provided with a unique set of boundary conditions (see Canuto et al. 1987 and Quartapelle 1993) . Moreover, in terms of physical understanding of flow phenomena, the pressure is generally of secondary importance only, for example p lacks thermodynamical meaning in incompressible flows, restricting its role predominantly to acting as degree of freedom for enforcing the incompressibility constraint on u. The vorticity, on the other hand, has evident physical significance in a multitude of flow problems. Viscous forces are, for instance, fully determined by local vorticity gradients and vortex dynamics play a key role in advectiondominated flows (see, Saffman 1981 and Telionis 1981) ; in the present context of tracer dynamics, u and v describe the temporal evolution of the six degrees of freedom of individual tracers (u: translation; v: rotation). Resolution of both u and v on a comparable level of accuracy, an objective achieved upon adopting the (u, v)-form, thus is highly desirable in a broad range of numerical studies on fluid-dynamical phenomena. Furthermore, a property of particular benefit to rotating systems (e.g. geophysical flows) is found in the (u, v)-formulation rotational effects entering the solution through initial and boundary conditions alone. Algorithms based on this model are thereupon independent of the nature of the reference frame and thus can handle a wide variety of flow problems (see, Speziale 1987) .
Spatial discretisation of the governing equations is performed with the spectral method, based on Fourier expansion in azimuthal direction and Chebyshev expansions in radial and axial directions. The nature of the cylindrical frame of reference necessitates the formulation of regularity (or axis conditions) in order to rule out nonanalytical contributions to the obtained solutions (see, Gottlieb and Orszag 1977 , Tuckerman 1989 , Huang and Sloan 1993 and Fornberg 1995 . Implementation of the axis conditions, together with the physical boundary conditions, is carried out via the Lanczos tau method (see, Gottlieb and Orszag 1977 and Canuto et al. 1987) . The a priori lacking boundary values for the vorticity are determined by means of an influence-matrix technique, following the approach advanced by Daube (1992) . Spatial convergence is established by treating highfrequency residuals, inherent in the tau method, via a modified version of the conventional tau correction (see, Clercx 1997) .
The paper is organised as follows. The (u, v)-formulation of the 3D Navier -Stokes equations is introduced in section 2. Spatial discretisation in the azimuthal and nonperiodic directions and the axis conditions are discussed in section 3. The influencematrix method is presented in section 4. The modified taucorrection scheme and its ramifications for the influencematrix method are discussed in sections 5 and 6 respectively. The performance of the solver is demonstrated in section 7 by means of several benchmark problems. In particular, the importance of high-precision compliance with the incompressibility constraints for numerical studies on tracer dynamics is illustrated via a comparative analysis involving the present algorithm and a finite-volume method. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 8.
The (u, v)-formulation of the Navier -Stoke's Equations
The discussion hereafter centres on the second-order form of the (u, v)-formulation,
relative to the non-dimensional domain D : ½r; u; z ¼ ½0; 1 £ ½0; 2p £ ½2L=2; L=2; with boundary G ¼ ›D; outward normal n and aspect ratio L ¼ H=R (with H and R the height and radius, respectively, of the physical domain). The boundary conditions are given by
and the initial conditions read u 0 ¼ uðt ¼ 0Þ and vj t¼0 ¼ 7 £ u 0 (see, Daube 1992) . Furthermore, the boundary velocity U must satisfy the compatibility conditions
The Reynolds and Strouhal numbers are defined as Re ¼ UR=n and Sr ¼ R 2 =nT; respectively, with n the kinematic viscosity. In this work, two characteristic time scales T apply, depending on the nature of the flow, namely T ¼ R 2 =n (viscositydominated flows) and T ¼ R=U (inertia-dominated flows), translating into Sr ¼ 1 and Sr ¼ Re; respectively.
The boundary conditions for the tangential vorticity components v · t 1;2 j G ; with t 1,2 the local unit tangent vectors on the boundary G, are a priori unknown; instead, the mathematical model includes the incompressibility constraints 7 · uj G ¼ 0 and 7 · vj G ¼ 0: Translation of the latter into Dirichlet conditions for v · t 1,2 j G is to be achieved via the influence-matrix technique.
Temporal discretisation is accomplished with the semiimplicit first-order Euler method, transforming equation (1) into the semi-discrete set of equations
where a ¼ Sr=Dt and n and n þ 1 indicate the previous and present time level, respectively, with boundary conditions for the present field ðu; vÞ nþ1 following equation (2), initial conditions u 0 ¼ u 0 and v 0 ¼ 7 £ u 0 ; and source term f n ¼ 2av n þ Re7 £ ðv £ uÞ n : The time-marching scheme is selected primarily on grounds of its robustness. The nonlinear term is evaluated with a pseudospectral transform method including dealiasing (elimination of potentially destabilising aliasing errors) by means of the padding technique (see, Canuto et al. 1987) . In the following, explicit reference to time level is omitted in favour of lucidity; unless stated, otherwise, (u, v) refers to the flow field at the present time level. 
Spatial discretisation

Azimuthal direction
where h ¼ L=2: The radial and azimuthal components of both variables and governing equations are decoupled via the transformation h 1 ; h r þ ih u and h 2 ; h r 2 ih u ; recasting equation (4) into the diagonalised system ð7 2 2 aÞṽ ¼f;7 2ũ ¼ 27 £ṽ;
for i ¼ 1; 2 and z; where7 The Fourier transformation subdivides the original 3D problem (3) into M 2D problems in the (r, z)-subspace, which can be solved independently of each other. Actual coupling of the Fourier modes occurs only for Re . 0, namely via the nonlinear term 7 £ ðv £ uÞ: Given only real variables are considered means v and u satisfy the generic relationh m ¼h m ¼ 2M=2; . . .; M=2 2 1; is sufficient for completely determining the flow field.
Axis conditions
The nature of the adopted frame of reference necessitates imposition of regularity (or axis) conditions on the solution in order to a priori exclude non-analytical contributions to the solution. Two kinds of conditions can be distinguished, namely single-value constraints and parity constraints, both ensuing from the fact that specific individual points in physical space correspond to multiple points in computational space, thus giving rise to ambiguities and, inherently, singularities, when not properly dealt with. In computational space, the physical cylinder axis r ¼ 0 is represented by the sequence ðr; u; zÞ ¼ ð0; u j ; zÞ; with 0 # j # M 2 1; thus in principle allowing variables to assume M values at one and the same physical point in space. The single-value constraint prevents this ambiguity by enforcing one uniform value at r ¼ 0: Furthermore, each physical point relates to two sets of coordinates, namely ðr; u; zÞ and ð2r; u þ p; zÞ: The parity constraint rules out the potential ambiguity by enforcing variables to assume identical values for both sets. The previous procedure is akin to those adopted in Gottlieb and Orszag (1977) ; Tuckerman (1989) ; Huang and Sloan (1993); Fornberg (1995a) .
Formulation of the axis conditions embarks on identification of the quantities that must comply with the aforementioned constraints. First of all, said conditions must be met by the solution (u, v) itself. Representing the latter by v, the parity constraint translates into demands v r;u ðr; u; zÞ ¼ 2v r;u ð2r; u þ p; zÞ and v z ðr; u; zÞ ¼ v z ð2r; u þ p; zÞ and the single-value constraint leads to ›v ›u
Moreover, the variables 7 · v and 7 £ v must be analytical; both explicitly emerge in the governing equations and are thereupon subject to the single-value and parity constraints. As to the latter, through enforcement of the parity constraint upon v, all derivatives of v automatically meet their respective parity requirements, thus waiving the need for separate parity constraints on variables deduced from v. The axis conditions for 7 · v and 7 £ v then coincide with the single-value constraints ›=›uð7·vÞj r ¼0 ¼ 0 and ›=›uð7 £ vÞj r ¼0 ¼ 0; respectively. Finally, the vector identity 7 2 v ¼ 7ð7·vÞ 2 7 £ 7 £ v must satisfy the single-value constraint-its validity in the numerical formulation is essential for establishing the properties 7·u ¼ 0; 7·v ¼ 0 and v ¼ 7 £ u (see, Quartapelle 1993); this requires contributions 7ð7·vÞ and 7 £ 7 £ v to meet ›=›uð7ð7·vÞÞj r ¼0 ¼ 0 and ›=›uð7 £ 7 £ vÞÞj r ¼0 ¼ 0: The latter completes the set of axis conditions to be imposed upon both u and v.
The following demonstrates implementation of the single-value constraint (equation (6)) and the parity constraint on a mode-wise basis in Fourier space. In terms of Fourier expansion coefficients, the former constraint yieldsṽ 1 m ð0; zÞ ¼ 0;ṽ 2 m ð0; zÞ ¼ 0 and v z m ð0; zÞ ¼ 0 for m -21; m -1 and m -0; respectively. Likewise, the parity constraint translates intoṽ 1;2 m ðr; zÞ ¼ ð21Þ 
where i ¼ 1; 2; z (see, Tuckerman 1989 ). The single-value and parity constraints effectively cause several coefficients v i jk in equation (7) to drop out (note that m # 0Þ :
Additional incorporation of the singlevalue constraints for the several derived variables further restricts the number of nonzero coefficients v i jk ; consult Speetjens (2001 Speetjens ( , 2002 for details. Table 1 provides an overview of the retained coefficients v i jk upon implementation of the full set of axis conditions.
Axial and radial directions
Axial discretisation centres on expansion of the Fourier modes asṽðr; zÞ ¼ P P p¼0 v p ðrÞT p ðzÞ; with T p Chebyshev polynomials, and is achieved with the standard tau method and the diagonalisation procedure for the second-order axial derivative in the Laplace operator following Haidvogel and Zang (1979) . This is exemplified below forṽ 1 m (standing, as before, forũ andṽ). For each Fourier-transformed PDE in equation (5), this approach advances P-1 1D ODEs of the form 
with n either odd or even; the latter results in
for both the odd and modified expansions. Implementation of the modified expansion requires reformulation of equation (8), as the former employs rT n (r) as basis functions, whereas the tau method leans on the ordinary Chebyshev polynomials T n (r). Reconciliation of both approaches follows via the alternative variable v p ðrÞ ¼ r v p ðrÞ; in which v p (r) coincides with a standard odd Chebyshev series, after substitution in equation (8) putting forth
Discretisation of ODEs (8) and (12) involves multiplication with r 2 , followed by a standard discretisation procedure and results, after straightforward permutation, in matrix equations of the form S · v ¼ F; with S the quasipentadiagonal system matrix. These matrix equations are solved with a direct method based on the Gausselimination procedure discussed in Canuto et al. (1987) . The axial and radial discretisation schemes forṽ 2;z m run parallel to the above (see, Speetjens 2001 Speetjens , 2002 . Table 2 provides an overview of ODEs, applicable expansions and conditions for v 1 p ; v 2 p and v z p associated with each Fourier mode m.
The influence matrix
The a priori lacking boundary values for the tangential vorticity components are evaluated by means of the influence-matrix technique (see, Kleiser and Schumann 1980) , an approach effectively converting the boundary conditions7 ·ṽj G ¼ 0 and7 ·ũj G ¼ 0 into more practicable Dirichlet conditions forṽ · t 1;2 j G : The method For brevity, in cases when no confusion can arise, explicit reference to the azimuthal wavenumber m and the index i ¼ 1,2,z is omitted.
exploits the linearity of the semi-discrete equations (3) and leans on Fourier-mode-wise decomposition of the total solution ðũ;ṽÞ into a particular solution ðû;vÞ and a set of complementary solutions ðu; vÞ according tõ
The particular solution ðû;vÞ is governed by equation (5) upon replacing the incompressibility constraints atG by homogeneous boundary conditions for v · t 1;2 j G : The complementary solutions ðu q k ; v q k Þ follow from equation (5) withf ¼ 0 and imposition of the Dirichlet conditions v q k · t q j gj ¼ d jk ; with g j the boundary nodes and d jk the well-known Kronecker delta, where j ¼ 1; . . .; K and q ¼ 1; 2: The latter thus identify with Green's functions acquired through point-wise and turn-wise excitation of the tangential vorticity components in the discrete boundary nodes g j of the rz-plane. The coefficients l q k ; from which the sought-after Dirichlet conditionsṽ · t 1;2 jG. deduce via equation (13), follow from the 2K equations
with j ¼ 1; . . .; K; resulting from enforcement of both 7 ·ũj gj ¼ 0 and7 ·ṽj gj ¼ 0 in each of the K boundary nodes g j . juj matrix form, equation (14) collapses on M · l ¼ 2h; with M the influence matrix. The previous procedure, which is in essence similar to the modus operandi adopted in Daube (1992) and Clercx (1997) , establishes the desired translation of7 ·ũj G ¼ 0 and 7 ·ṽj G ¼ 0 into Dirichlet conditions for the tangential vorticity components. Note ðv · n; v · t 1 ; v · t 2 Þ ¼ ðv r ; v u ; v z Þ and ðv · n; v · t 1 ; v · t 2 Þ ¼ ðv z ; v r ; v u Þ on the mantle and endwalls, respectively.
The above method hinges explicitly on the uniqueness of both incompressibility constraints and Green's functions in each included node g j . For most problems, only a subset of the boundary nodes is relevant to the influence matrix, however. Enforcement of equation (14) in the full set of boundary nodes often leads to overdeterminacies (and thereupon singular influence matrices M ), in general relating to specific boundary nodes g j -typically sitting at spatial discontinuities. This degeneracy is commonly dealt with by exclusion of incompressibility constraints and Green's functions associated with these nodes from equation (14) (see, Patera 1984 and Clercx 1997) . In the present case, singularities arise from both the sharp corners ðr; zÞ ¼ ð^1;^1Þ and the axis conditions; isolation and subsequent abolition of the associated set of boundary nodes yields an invertible influence matrix M (see, Speetjens 2001 Speetjens , 2002 .
The tau correction
Introduction
Application of the tau method to the nonperiodic r and z directions introduces additional contributions to the PDE, commonly denoted high-frequency residuals, originating from dismissal of the highest Chebyshev mode(s) in favour of the boundary and (if present) axis conditions. The residuals ðtÞ act as additional source term to the original PDEs and in that capacity cause an inconsistency between the mathematical and numerical formulations of the flow model. The equations in equation (5) are in tau formulation thus effectively of the form
For the expressions governing the divergence7 ·ṽ this leads to
constituting a Poisson equation (instead of the Laplace equation found in the mathematical model), for which the incompressibility constraint7 ·ṽj G ¼ 0 is no longer insufficient for reaching a solenoidal solutionṽ; due to the source7 ·t: A correction procedure modifying the residuals (customarily dubbed "tau correction") is therefore required in order to re-establish compatibility between the numerical and the mathematical flow models. This matter is pursued hereafter. The residualt divides the Chebyshev spectrum of equation (15) into two separate regions, namely the lowfrequency regime C L and the high-frequency regime C H . The former coincides with the subspace within which the original PDE is satisfied identically, or equivalently, wheret ¼ 0; the latter accommodates the non-zero contributions tot and thus defines the subspace within which the numerical and mathematical model are incompatible. The high-frequency regime can be partitioned into three distinct regions, namely C H ¼ C R < C RZ < C Z ; permitting expression of the residual ast 1 t R þt RZ þt Z : The memberst R (occupying C R ) andt Z (occupying C Z ) originate from the boundary (and, if applicable, axis) conditions in radial and axial direction, respectively, whereast RZ (occupying C RZ ) corresponds to the corner nodes ðr; zÞ ¼ ð1;^1Þ shared by both radial and axial expansion. Figure 1a provides a visual representation of the four principal subspaces composing the 2D Chebyshev spectrum C, where n and p denote the radial and axial wavenumber, respectively. The regions C Z and C RZ encompass p ¼ [P 2 1,P ], consistent with the dismissal of modes T P,P21 in favour of the axial boundary conditions, setting the axial range for C R,L to p ¼ ½0; . . .; P 2 2: The radial ranges of (C L ,C Z ) and (C R ,C RZ ), defined by N L and N H , respectively, remain yet unspecified.
A compact tau-correction scheme
The tau correction has two objectives: (i) enforcement of 7 ·t ¼ 0 in the low-frequency regime C 7 L of equation (16); (ii) eradication of singularities arising from the spatial operation7 ·t (via mechanisms similar to those discussed in section 5.4). Meeting both objectives re-establishes the compatibility between mathematical and numerical flow model and, in consequence, imposition of7 ·ṽj G ¼ 0 is again sufficient for achieving7 ·ṽ ¼ 0 in the entire flow domain.
Formulation of the tau-correction scheme starts with definition of the operators
witht r ¼ ðt 1 þt 2 Þ=2 and d ij the Kronecker delta introduced before, permitting expression of the source term in equation (15) 
L;R : This implies onlyt 1 R ;t 2 R and t z Z contaminate the low-frequency regime C 7 L (see, figure 1b ). The contamination by the axial component t z Z can be readily dealt with via the conventional tau correction by enforcing its individual modes to vanish (see e.g. Tuckerman 1989 , Clercx 1997 . For the contributions t 1 R andt 2 R such an approach is not feasible due to an excessive number of constraints inherent in a mode-bymode treatment, however. The number of to-be-treated modes int 1 R andt 2 R (originating from both v and u) is namely such that decontamination via the conventional approach, i.e. by enforcing mode-wise vanishing oft 1;2 ; results in huge and inherently ill-conditioned influence matrices. Moreover, maintaining compatibility with the actual momentum equation, i.e. in primitive-variables formulation (u, p), permits only a limited number of constraints for the residuals, an issue expanded upon in section 5.1.
The key to a more compact tau-correction scheme, circumventing the mode-by-mode treatment, exists in choosing the radial basis functions fort such that the contribution HðtÞ þ ›t z =›z to7 ·t remains in the highfrequency regime C 7 R;RZ : Under that premise, onlyt r contaminates the low-frequency regime C 7 L ; namely through the term DðtÞ; thus substantially reducing the number of contaminating modes. Introduce to this end the expansionst Speetjens (2001 Speetjens ( , 2002 .
The radial basis functions c and N i as the radial range of the appropriate expansion in table 2 then puts forth
following table 3. This allowst i z assume the form
combined with equation (18) tying residualt i ¼t i R þ t i RZ þt i Z to the alternative radial basis introduced above. Furthermore, this permits specification of the ranges N L , H in figure 1; recalling scalars and axial vector components have identical radial bases namely implies
Decontamination conditions for the high-frequency residuals
Definition of the radial bases for the residuals enable specification of the decontamination conditions involved in the compact tau-correction scheme. For the axial component
For the proposed tau correction, the constraint associated witht 1;2 reduces to DðtÞ ¼ 0 in C 7 L : For m ¼ 0 the latter, by virtue of HðtÞ ¼ 0 and DðtÞ ¼ ›t r =›r; straightforwardly simplifies tot r ¼ 0 for p # P 2 2; wheret r ¼ ðt 1 þt 2 Þ=2: For m -0 an equivalent approach seems appropriate; relation equation (17) namely puts forth DðtÞ ¼ Dðt r Þ and thus suggestst r ¼ 0 indeed accomplishes the intended decontamination. Through table 3 the latter translates for m -0 and p # P 2 2 into the pairs of constraints:
However, these are, though by no means incorrect, overly stringent requirements, as will be shown in the following. Expressing DðtÞ for m -0 and p # P 2 2 in terms of ðc 
for each axial mode p # P 2 2: The essential difference between constraints equation (22) andt r ¼ 0 exists in that the former enforces DðtÞ ¼ 0 only in C 7 L ; which suffices for decontamination, whereas for the latter DðtÞ vanishes altogether. Includingt r ¼ 0 for m ¼ 0 in B p ðt 1 ;t 2 Þ; equations (20) and (22) then constitute the constraints to be enforced for reaching7 ·t ¼ 0 in the low-frequency regime C 7 L : Implementation of radial conditions with the standard tau method follows through dismissal of the highest Chebyshev modes (see Canuto et al. 1987) . In the present approach, the radial basis functions c H i n ; rather than coinciding with individual Chebyshev polynomials T n (r), are of the forms given in table 3 and disable a standard tau procedure. Incorporation of the compact tau-correction scheme thus necessitates modification of the conventional tau method. This is detailed in Speetjens (2001 Speetjens ( , 2002 .
Axis conditions for the high-frequency residuals
Incompressibility results from decontamination of equation (16) only if the commutation demand 7 · 7 2 v ¼ 7 2 ð7 · nÞ is satisfied for both u and v. Similarly, in order for v ¼ 7 £ v to result, u must meet the additional commutation demand 7 £ 7 2 u ¼ 7 2 ð7 £ uÞ as well (see Speetjens 2001 Speetjens -2002 . Without appropriate measures taken, given commutation demands are violated via mechanisms similar to those highlighted in section 3.2, thus introducing an additional set of singularities to the solution. It can be shown that these singularities relate to the high-frequency residuals in equation (15) (18) fort i Relimination of the exposed singularities is required only for the low-frequency regime-translates the above 
with C u p ðt u Þ and C v p ðt 1 ;t 2 Þ following equations (27), (28), respectively (see Speetjens 2001 Speetjens , 2002 . The formulation of the axis conditions for the high-frequency residuals completes the set of constraints to be imposed upon t v and t u by the tau-correction scheme.
6. The expanded influence matrix
Introduction
The previous advances the decontamination conditions equations (20), (22) and the axis conditions equations (23) as constraints to be imposed upon the residuals by the tau correction. This is accomplished via extension of the influence-matrix method introduced in section 4. Important to note is that numerical examination revealed an overdeterminacy in axis conditions equation (23) for reasons yet undisclosed. A pragmatic remedy for this is found in abolition of one of the axis conditions for the range 2m ¼ 4ð2ÞM=2; say a 2 N21p ¼ 0 in equation (27), thus reducing the number of constraints by one. Expansion of the influence matrix starts with introduction of a second set of complementary solutions ðu
and likewise forṽ; with ðû;vÞ and ðu
with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions for ðu
l an artificial forcing term, according to the approach put forward in Clercx (1997) .
l adopts the basis functions oft; given by equations (18),(19), thus residing in the high-frequency regime C u; p H of the discrete momentum equation in primitive-variables formulation: The constraints to be enforced by the tau-correction scheme then comprise the incompressibility constraints equation (14), the decontamination conditions equations (20), (21), and the axis conditions equation (23), leading to the set of equations
from which to determine the coefficients l q k and hl. For brevity, the constraints ont are denoted by the shorthand notations A, B and C. In matrix form, equation (25) read M E · l E ¼ 2 h E , with M E the expanded influence matrix.
The above concludes the discussion on the algorithm and permits a brief outline on the solution procedure. Simulations embrace a pre-processing stage and an actual time-marching stage. During the pre-processing stage, the influence matrix M E (including determination of the two sets of complementary solutions ðu; vÞ and ðu ¼ ; v ¼ Þ) is built and inverted. The time-marching stage involves during each time step, first, determination of the particular solution ðû;vÞ; second, evaluation of the unknown boundary conditions for v via the influence matrix, and third, determination of the sought-after solution (u, v) . This procedure is in essence equivalent to those adopted in Daube (1992) and Clercx (1997) .
Invertibility of the expanded influence matrix
The I £ I influence matrix M E , with I ¼ 2K þ L; can be decomposed into three fundamental contributions:
; with m and n the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of M E , respectively, and the superscripts referring to the essential (e), weakly-spurious (w) and spurious (s) modes (see Canuto 1993 ). The spurious modes identify with vanishing eigenvalues ðm s k ¼ 0Þ and invariably result in a singular and thus non-invertible influence matrix; the weakly spurious modes diminish with growing spatial resolution, i.e. lim N;P!1 m w k ¼ 0; resulting in a progressively ill-conditioned influence matrix for increasing N, P. In the present context, only the essential modes are of significance, however, as the (weakly) spurious modes reflect overdeterminacies in the set of equations underlying M E . The latter modes are irrelevant to the sought-after solution and can therefore be excluded from the solution procedure without compromising the algorithm. Regularisation follows via the approach advanced in Tuckerman (1989) Recall the latter to emerge only at sufficiently high spatial resolution. Strictly speaking, none of the influence matrices thereupon displays the unconditional invertibility that goes with the absence of (weakly) spurious modes. However, for the intended area of application, represented by the flow problems considered in section 7, the magnitude of the weakly spurious modes is such that the associated influence matrices remain well-conditioned upon their inclusion. This implies regularisation concerns only treatment of the spurious modes m s k ; meaning the influence matrices for Fourier modes m ¼ 21 and m ¼ 23 are invertible as they come.
Performance
Introduction
The performance of the algorithm is examined in terms of the following benchmark problems:
1. Axisymmetric rotating-lid flow: axisymmetric flow u(r, z) driven by a steadily-rotating bottom wall with angular velocity V ðU ¼ VRÞ. (an adaptation of the remedy proposed in Shen 1991), for cases 1 and 2, respectively. Note V ¼ 1 and U ¼ 1 in the present non-dimensional formulation.
General performance
General performance characteristics are determined by means of numerical resolution of test cases 1 and 2. Employed measures are the departures from the incompressibility constraints 7 · v ¼ 0 and
The resulting diagnostics for test case 1 are listed in table 4, computed after 100 time steps and typical of any stage of the simulations, for the indicated parameter settings (Re, L, e) and radial-axial resolution N £ P. The time step has been set at Dt ¼ 0:1 (case 1a) and Dt ¼ 0:05 1b and 1c) . Furthermore, inertia is such that the advection time scale applies, meaning Sr ¼ Re (see section 2). The calculations were satisfactory to good compliance of the resolved flow field with the incompressibility constraints and the definition of the vorticity. Note the relatively moderate agreement with 7 · v ¼ 0 and, inherently, with v ¼ 7 £ u for case 1c ensues from substantially higher vorticity gradients (thus deteriorating convergence properties; see Canuto et al. 1987) compared to cases 1a and b. Re < 2800 (cases 1b and c) marks the upper bound for reaching numerical stability; simulations above Re < 2800 invariably result in uncontrolled error growth and, consequently, crashing of the computations. The origin of this conditional stability (the employed time-marching scheme in principle admits unconditional stability) must be sought in error amplification inherent in application of the influencematrix method (see Speetjens 2002) . (Note deterioration in stability properties connected with the influence-matrix technique is known from Daube (1992) .) Comparative stability tests involving numerical resolution of analytically known solutions with both imposition of exact boundary conditions and evaluation of the latter via the influence-matrix procedure support this claim.
Likewise examination of test case 2 exposes similar behaviour in that stability sets an upper bound Re max for Re, albeit considerably more restrictive than for test case 1, namely Re max < 100: The cause for this substantial reduction in stability region is believed to exist predominantly in that Fourier-mode interaction via the nonlinear term, inherent in the essentially 3D nature of the flow, results in higher sensitivity to error growth relative to test case 1. (Note said Fourier-mode interaction is absent in cases 1 and 2a; both namely involve but one mode.) Table 5 gives the diagnostics for test case 2 for several configurations within the stable regime Re # Re max at various resolutions N £ P (case 2a) and N £ P £ M (case 2b), with Re as indicated, Sr ¼ 1; Dt ¼ 10 23 and L ¼ 2: The algorithm accomplishes highlyaccurate approximation of incompressibility constraints and definition of the vorticity and thus displays an outstanding performance at preserving the fundamental properties of the mathematical model for test case 2.
In the above, N £ P( £ M ) has been chosen such that sufficiently high spatio-temporal resolution is achieved. This is demonstrated for the rotating-lid problem for Re ¼ 0 and Re ¼ 1850 (case 1a). Figure 2 shows the Chebyshev spectrumû n p corresponding with u u (primary circulation) for Fourier mode m ¼ 0 in terms of 10 logû n p for Re ¼ 0 (panel a) and Re ¼ 1850 (panel b). Both spectra exhibit exponential decay fromû n p , Oð1Þ tô u n p , Oð10 26 Þwith rising mode numbers (n,p) up to the sudden jumps to , Oð10 24 Þ at the ends. The latter occur at the high-frequency modes that are evaluated via the boundary (and axis) conditions and in principle reflect insufficient spatial resolution. However, further increasing N £ P results in spectra qualitatively similar to those shown in figure 2; effects of higher resolution are quantitative only in that the jumps connect ever-smaller levels. Notable discrepancies between non-inertial Table 6 . Relative contributions to the steady-state vorticity equation. (panel a) and inertial (panel b) cases exist in that for the latter the intermodal interaction caused by the nonlinear term results in a significantly less smooth spectrum. For the translating-lid problem similar behaviour is found.
The properties of the spectrum imply the lid-driven flows possess spatial structures at a continuous range of length scales 0 , L & OðH; RÞ: These observations align with reports in literature on the existence of (infinite) sequences of corner eddies of diminishing strength and size at the non-moving wall in lid-driven flows (see, Shankar 1993 Shankar , 1997 and suggest that monotonic exponential decay (signifying true spectral convergence) requires infinite resolution and thus is numerically unattainable. The chosen resolutions accomplish decay of the Chebyshev spectra over (effectively) four orders of magnitude; this is considered sufficiently accurate in the present context. Note for test case 2b a Fourier-wise decay to Oð10 28 Þ is reached with given resolutions. Further performance measures are found in the relative share of the several contributions to the steady-state vorticity equation (compared to 7 2 v) for case 1a (Re ¼ 1850; Sr ¼ Re) and case 2b (Re ¼ 100; Sr ¼ 1Þ:
The corresponding values are liseted in table 6. The contribution ›v=›t ; _ v reflects the degree of approximation of the steady state; the contributions 7 £ b and t v , combined constituting the residual t u,p of the primitive momentum equation (see section 1), embody the effort required for enforcement of the constraints on t u,v . Note the residual t u vanishes identically upon meeting the latter constraints. The results reveal significant deviations in approximation of the steady state; this ensues primarily from different Sr (signifying different typical time scales) and thus implies that for inertia-dominated flows ðSr ¼ ReÞ approximation of the steady state is inherently less precise than for the viscosity-dominated case ðSr ¼ 1Þ: The considerable magnitude of 7 £ b and (connected with that) of t v indicate significant constraining of the residuals t u,v and thus mirror the essential role of the tau-correction scheme in the solution procedure.
7.3 Case studies 7.3.1 Case 1: axisymmetric rotating-lid flow. Figure 3a shows the contour plot of the Stokes stream function c for test case 1a, comparing very well with the results presented in Lugt and Abboud (1987) (figure 4c) and Daube (1992) (figure 9); the two recirculation bubbles, sitting at the axis r ¼ 0; are correctly resolved by the present algorithm. The axial velocity u z along the axis r ¼ 0; given in figure 3b, is in good agreement with the profiles found in Lugt and Abboud (1987) (figure 6c) and Daube (1992) (figure 10). Note the regions with positive u z coincide with the locations of the recirculation bubbles in figure 3a .
For test cases 1b and c, time-periodic oscillatory behaviour is observed, consistent with the findings in literature (see Daube 1992 and Lopez and Shen 1998) . Figure 4a displays the temporal evolution of u z (r ¼ 0; z ¼ 0:5) found with the present algorithm for test case 1b, corresponding well with the results obtained by Daube (1992) (figure 11b ). The periodic oscillation of u z within the bounds u z ¼ ½20:0204; 0:0086 at period time T ¼ 26:61 deviates only slightly from the values u z ¼ ½20:0225; 0:0079 and T ¼ 25:52 found in Daube (1992) . Figure 4b shows the temporal evolution of u u (r ¼ 0:5; z ¼ 0:0) for test case 1c in the time span t ¼ ½0; 10000; the corresponding initial stage and a close-up of the fully developed time-periodic state are given in figure 5a and b, respectively. Comparison with the findings in Lopez and Shen (1998) (figure 7a, b and c, respectively), reveals good overall agreement. Minor discrepancies relative to Lopez and Shen (1998) exist in a somewhat higher mean value about which the oscillations take place and a slight phase shift in the time-periodic state shown in panel c. The period times are in good agreement: T . 36:4 at present and T . 36:2 in Lopez and Shen (1998).
Case 2: three-dimensional translating-lid flow.
For case 2a a semi-analytical solution of the steady-state velocity field, u a , is furnished by Shankar (1997) . For L ¼ 2; the corresponding streamline portrait consists of two distinct regions, namely the primary-eddy region and the secondary-eddy region. The former region hosts the large-scale eddy structure, directly driven by the bottom wall that occupies the bulk of the domain and to which significant fluid motion is restricted; the latter region hosts the sequence of corner eddies (at the top rim of the cylinder) mentioned before (see Shankar 1997) . Accurate resolution of these corner eddies forms, given their strength and size reside several orders of magnitude below that of the primary eddy, a challenging objective. The relevant Fourier mode (see before) has been resolved with spatial resolutions R 1 : N £ P ¼ 32 £ 15 and R 2 : N £ P ¼ 56 £ 55, where Sr ¼ 1 and Dt ¼ 10 23 : In the primary-eddy region an excellent agreement is reached between the corresponding streamline portraits found with u for R 1 and u a (not shown). For the secondary-eddy region the streamline patterns delineating the first corner eddy are depicted in figure 6. Comparing the results obtained with u at resolutions R 1 (panel a) and R 2 (panel b) with the analytical case (panel c) implies resolution R 1 is insufficient for accurately capturing the first corner eddy; refinement to R 2 is required for adequately resolving the latter. Noting R 1 accomplishes spectral decay to O(10 25 ) signifies the dramatic difference in (predominantly) strength between primary eddy and first corner eddy. The necessity of excessive resolution for pinpointing the corner eddies is consistent with the findings in Shankar (1997) . However, given the negligible effect of the corner eddies on large-scale fluid motion, in typical practical settings resolution R 1 is sufficient for an accurate representation of the flow dynamics. Note an array of counter-rotating primary-secondary eddy configurations occurs for L . 2 (see Shankar 1997) . Configurations found with the present algorithm coincide with those reported in the latter.
The semi-analytical field u a (identically satisfying 7 · u a ¼ 0Þ in principle lends itself for a quantitative comparison with the steady-state field u. However, the (smoothed) boundary conditions are imposed upon u a via a least-squares method, introducing small yet violent oscillations to u a in the bottom-rim region (see, Shankar 1997) . These oscillations in u a are ill-resolved in its spectral representation u * a and manifest themselves in significant departures from incompressibility: 7 · u * a , Oð10 24 Þ for N; P # 128; in sharp contrast with 7 · u , Oð10 212 Þ at R 1 (measured as before). In consequence,
24 Þ; implying an, in terms of spectral convergence, only moderate agreement between both approaches.
Resolution of the inertial case 2b at Re ¼ 10ðN
and Figure 7 shows the error distribution F(e), with e ¼ ju f 2 uj and u f and u the FVM and spectral solutions, respectively, on the FVM grid (panels a and b) and the corresponding mean value m (panel c) at the considered values of D. The error statistics reveal a gradual decline of e for diminishing D, meaning that the FVM field u f progressively approaches the spectral solution u upon grid refinement. This implies, first, that both fields converge on one and the same solution (and thus that both approaches correctly resolve the flow model) and, second, that u provides a significantly more accurate approximation (despite a considerably coarser grid; an issue pursued below) to the actual velocity field than u f . The latter demonstrates the essential difference between exponential (spectral scheme) and algebraic (FVM) convergence. (Note the quadratic decay of m in figure 7c for decreasing D be consistent with the secondorder accuracy of the FVM package.) The involved resolutions, expressed in terms of the number of grid nodes N g , amount to N f g < 11; 000 ðD ¼ 0:1Þ, N f g < 85; 000 ðD ¼ 0:05Þ and N f g < 390; 000 ðD ¼ 0:03Þ; for u f relative to N g < 7700 ðRe ¼ 10Þ and N g < 13; 000 Theory on volume-preserving ð7 · u ¼ 0Þ dynamical systems-the kinematic equation governing tracer dynamics in solenoidal flows defines such a system-predicts that under nonlinear perturbation (here: inertial effects for Re . 0Þ the streamlines in configurations such as the current translating-lid flow coalesce into two families of concentric toroidal surfaces ("tori"). The two sets of tori are symmetric about the plane y ¼ 0 and progressively disintegrate into chaotic regions for increasing Re (see Speetjens 2001 , Cartwright et al. 1996 . Adherence to these theoretical predictions is investigated below by means of the FVM (u f ) and spectral (u) approaches. Figure 8 shows the intersection of five tori of the family in y $ 0; each visualised by a tracer path densely wrapped about it, with the plane x ¼ 0:12 for u at several Re. Panel a gives the state at Re ¼ 10; a perturbation level at which all tori survive; at Re ¼ 50 (panel b) two tori have disintegrated into island chains and three have survived, behaviour consistent with the famous Poincaré-Birkhoff and KAM theorems (see Cartwright et al. 1996) ; for Re ¼ 100 (panel c) the tori have fully vanished, giving way to large tubular structures embedded in a web of chaotic tracer paths. Figure 9a shows the y-coordinate of the subsequent intersections of a typical chaotic tracer path at Re ¼ 100 with the plane x ¼ 0:12 as a function of time. Its random scattering mirrors the essentially chaotic nature of the tracer dynamics associated with the spectral solution.
(Note that the z-component exhibits likewise behaviour.) The several white patches in the cloud of points reflect the time intervals during which the tracer is entrapped in between the narrow strips separating the islands, thus temporarily restricting the freedom of movement, before reentering the "chaotic sea" hosting the islands. This behaviour is consistent with the theoretical response scenario and thus strongly suggests the tracer dynamics computed with u are faithful to the fundamental principles of tracer motion in volume-preserving systems.
The dynamics of a tracer released in u f at an identical position is shown in figure 9b ðD ¼ 0:1Þ and figure 10a ðD ¼ 0:05Þ: In the former case, its intersections with x ¼ 0:12; as well as those of several other tracers released at arbitrary locations (not shown), rapidly asymptote to one and the same set of six distinct positions. The latter set belongs to a closed streamline onto which all neighbouring tracer paths converge in the course of time, thus constituting a so-called attractor (see Ott 1993) . For D ¼ 0:05; random scattering-similar to the spectral case-is found, before asymptoting to the bounding curve of the centre island (the attractor for this case); this is manifested in the sudden narrowing of the cloud of points at t . 27; 000: Important in the present context is that such attractors exist only in dissipative systems ð7 · u , 0Þ; their emergence reflects intolerable departures from 7 · u ¼ 0 and thus implies the FVM approach is ill-suited for examination of tracer dynamics in incompressible flow problems. For the spectral scheme, on the other hand, the persistent randomness of the tracer positions in figure 9a implies absence of attractors and thus sufficiently accurate approximation of 7 · u ¼ 0: ‡ Figure 10b shows the tracer-path intersections with x ¼ 0:12 for u f at Re ¼ 100 and D ¼ 0:05: Despite its significant violation of incompressibility, the structures found with u f are at given resolution in reasonable agreement with those found with the spectral field u (see, figure 8c ). (Note for D ¼ 0:1 no correspondence whatsoever is found with figure 8c .) The pronounced outline of the centre island betrays its role as attractor; as more and more orbits asymptote to the latter in the course of time, the intersections grow more dense relative to its surroundings.
7.3.3 Case 3: developing pipe flow. The test cases considered above invariably involve Dirichlet conditions uj G ¼ U for the velocity u on the entire boundary G, thus identically establishing global mass conservation, i.e. Ð G u · n ds ¼ 0; through the compatibility condition Ð G U · nds ¼ 0 (see section 2). Under this premise and 'only' local mass conservation, i.e. 7 · u ¼ 0 at arbitrary locations, is of concern to the numerical method, with which good agreement is found in all cases. The acid test for the conservation ability of the present scheme exists in the resolution of through-flow problems, typified by Neumann conditions ›u=›z ¼ 0 at the out-flow regions on G (see Guevremont et al. 1993) , in that for this flow class both global and local mass conservation-the former no longer follows implicitly via Ð G U · n ds ¼ 0 due to the absent of U on part of G-must be accomplished by the algorithm.
The performance of the numerical scheme on throughflow problems has been determined in terms of the developing pipe flow specified by initial conditions u 0 ¼ 0 and boundary conditions uj B ¼ ð0; 0; U B Þ; uj M ¼ 0 and ›u=›zj T ¼ 0; where U B ¼ q=ðq þ 2Þð1 2 r q Þ; with q ¼ ðn þ 1Þ=n and n ¼ 0:05; the smoothed uniform inlet flow. (Note implementation of ›u/›zj T requires but minor modification of the algorithm.) Under laminar conditions, the flow remains axisymmetric, meaning only Fourier mode m ¼ 0 is involved in the analysis hereafter. Moreover, for sufficiently high aspect ratio L the steady-state solution must coincide with a fully developed pipe flow with a Poiseuille profile u ¼ ð0; 0; U p Þ; where U p ¼ 2ð1 2 r 2 Þ; at the top wall (pipe exit). An estimate for the entrance length L e (the distance from the inlet required for the flow to fully develop) is found in L e =R ; L e ¼ 1:18 þ 0:22Re (see Shah and London 1978) . (Note given expression is recast in terms of R.) This requires L # L e , in order for the configuration to admit fully developed flow.
Mass conservation and attainment of the Poiseuille profile at the exit has been examined for the noninertial case in the range 5 # L # 12.5 at resolutions N £ P ¼ 24 £ 35ðL ¼ 5Þ to N £ P ¼ 24 £ 75ðL ¼ 12:5Þ: The findings on the comparative analysis between FVM and spectral approaches must be seen in the right perspective, however. The spectral scheme is designed specifically for high-precision resolution of incompressible viscous flows in cylindrical domains. The FVM method, on the other hand, is designed primarily for resolution of a wide range of flow problems at typical engineering precision. Both methods evidently serve their intended purpose and thus constitute complementary rather than competing approaches. Figure 11a shows several diagnostics on the steady-state solution u: typical departure from local mass conservation 7 · u ¼ 0 (heavy curve); departure axial exit velocity u T from Poiseuille profile U P (solid curve); departure from global mass conservation Figure 11b shows the axial velocity profile at several axial locations for L ¼ 12:5: inlet profile at z ¼ 2L=2 (solid curve); intermediate profiles at z ¼ 2L=2 þ 0:5 (dashed curve) and z ¼ 2L=2 þ 1 (dotted curve); exit profile at z ¼ L=2 (heavy curve). The profiles clearly demonstrate the development of the (approximately) uniform inlet flow to the Poiseuille flow at the exit. The profile at z ¼ 2L=2 þ 1 is already nearly indistinguishable from the Poiseuille profile, implying L e < 1 for Re ¼ 0; which is in good agreement with the abovementioned prediction following Shah and London (1978) . These findings demonstrate both correct resolution of the developing pipe flow and the conservation ability of the numerical scheme.
The effect of inertia upon flow development has been investigated for L ¼ 12:5: Figure 12a shows the discrepancy e P ¼ L
between local axial and Poiseuille profiles as a function of z at several Re. Said discrepancy decays monotonically from e P , O(1) at the inlet to e P , O(10 26 2 10 24 ) at the exit, signifying gradual progression from the uniform inlet profile to the fully developed exit profile. The graph nicely illustrates the dampening effect of inertia upon the flow development; entrance lengths increase from L e < 1 at Re ¼ 0 to L e < L at Re ¼ 25 for considered aspect ratio. Mass conservation, on the other hand, exhibits no significant departure from that found before for the non-inertial limit. Note the absence of oscillatory behaviour for Re ¼ 25 suggests the flow is not yet developed to the level of accuracy permitted by the algorithm. Figure 12b gives the computed entrance length L e (defined as the distance from the inlet beyond which (e P # e) vs. Re in the range e ¼ 0:001 (circles) to e ¼ 0:01 (stars). The determined relations fully enclose the empirical relation L e ¼ 1:18 þ 0:22Re following Shah and London (1978) (heavy line) and, considering the chosen e-range representative of typical engineering applications, thus imply the algorithm reliably resolves the developing pipe flow under inertial conditions. Apart from the low Re-range, the entrance length depends, consistent with literature (see Shah and London 1978) , linearly upon Re; the corresponding linear fits (solid lines) are given by L e < 0.75 þ 0.17Re ðe ¼ 0:01Þ and L e < 0.92 þ 0.30Re ðe ¼ 0:001Þ: Note for e < 0.003, the computed relation is nearly identical to that according to Shah and London (1978) .
Conclusions
Resolution of the 3D Navier-Stokes equations in (u, v)-formulation in a cylindrical frame of reference by means of the tau method and the influence-matrix technique involves several complications. The first difficulty springs from the coordinate singularity at the cylinder axis, requiring imposition of regularity conditions, supplementary to the boundary conditions, in order to rule out nonanalytical contributions to the solution. The chief point of concern exists in the high-frequency residuals, inherent in the tau method, embodying the essential difference between mathematical and numerical formulations of the flow model and resulting in violation of the incompressibility constraints for velocity and vorticity and definition of the vorticity. The classical remedy against these violations is found in treatment of the residuals via a taucorrection procedure such that the previous constraints are again satisfied. For the current problem such a tau correction must re-establish compliance with the incompressibility constraints; satisfaction of v ¼ 7 £ u results from meeting 7 · v ¼ 0 and 7 · u ¼ 0 and therefore need not be enforced explicitly. However, reaching these objectives is far from trivial. First of all, the tau correction concerns the residuals corresponding with six variables, namely the 3D vectors u and v, in sharp contrast with the two and three variables for the 2D (u, v)-formulation (see Clercx 1997) and 3D (u, p)-formulation (see Tuckerman 1989) , respectively. Second, axis conditions similar to those for the solution must be imposed on the residuals as well. Third, maintaining consistency with the NavierStokes equations permits only limited freedom for incorporation of the tau correction into the algorithm.
Designing a reliable solver under these conditions called for a rigorous modification of the conventional tau method and tau correction and resulted in an algorithm retaining all essential properties of the underlying mathematical model to a high level of accuracy. The proposed method unites direct treatment of the NavierStokes equations with direct enforcement of 7 · u ¼ 0; 7 · v ¼ 0 and v ¼ 7 £ u and identical non-singularity of relevant spatial derivatives. Moreover, the numerical scheme preserves the essential commutation demands 7 · 7 2 v ¼ 7 2 ð7 · vÞ and 7 £ 7 2 v ¼ 7 2 ð7 £ vÞ: These characteristics are fundamental to theory-abiding numerical studies on chaotic tracer advection in viscous flows, the primary field of application of the proposed method. Consistency with dynamical-systems theory, vital for said studies, leans explicitly on properties such as volumeconservation. Issues as memory usage, computational effort and efficiency, often the main objective in developing new methods, are of secondary importance only in this context.
The following general conclusions on the performance of the algorithm can be drawn. The proposed scheme correctly resolves the Navier -Stokes equations in a cylindrical domain to a high degree of accuracy and accomplishes spatial convergence and temporal stability for proper parameter settings. An important strength of the method exists in that satisfaction of the incompressibility constraints (and thereby definition of vorticity) remains on comparable levels of precision for the-in this respect challenging-class of through-flow problems. The influence-matrix protocol does not need to include all the boundary nodes; incorporation of a given subset of boundary nodes proves sufficient for attaining the several properties. Imposition of axis conditions on the flow field alone is insufficient for reaching an operational algorithm; additional sources of singularities exist in action of spatial operators on the governing equations and consequentially require enforcement of supplementary regularity constraints on the residuals. Furthermore, implementation of the tau-correction scheme in the proposed form is essential for obtaining a functional solver. Attempts to implement the classical tau correction, involving mode-wise residual treatment (see Canuto et al. 1987 , Clercx 1997 , Tuckerman 1989 , have invariably been met by failure. Restrictions regarding applicability exist in that the influence matrix adversely affects the temporal stability, a phenomenon known from Daube (1992) , setting a problem-specific upper limit Re max to the Reynolds number: Re max < 2800 and Re max < 100 for test cases 1 and 2, respectively.
Future work on the proposed method primarily focuses on further development of the proposed tau-correction approach. Fundamental to this aim is further modification of the tau method such that the number of constraints requiring explicit enforcement is reduced, thus resulting in more compact influence matrices, leading, in all likelihood, to more favourable (stability) properties.
